
Employer
Participation

in Work-Based
Learning

ecause the eventual success of STWOA depends on re-
cruiting large numbers of employers to provide work-
based learning placements for students, Congress asked
OTA to investigate how employers can be encouraged to

provide those work-based learning experiences. This chapter re-
ports on the current growth rates of their participation in work-
based learning and on the factors affecting their willingness to
participate.

Unlike school-to-work systems in several European countries,
STWOA is notable for providing no financial incentives and few
other direct inducements for employer participation. OTA inves-
tigated whether sufficient incentives already exist or whether po-
licymakers need to alter the incentive structure.

The first section describes the data sources on which the chap-
ter is based. The second section considers the rate at which em-
ployer participation in work-based learning is growing and
analyzes the strategies being employed to recruit employers in
two cities, Boston, Massachusetts, and Kalamazoo, Michigan.
The third section focuses on one city, Cincinnati, Ohio, where
work-based learning for postsecondary students has successfully
gone “to scale,” and asks whether this experience could be repli-
cated elsewhere and at the high school level. The fourth section
considers the benefits to employers of participating in work-
based learning programs, and the fifth section considers disincen-
tives to participation. A final section summarizes the main
findings of the chapter.
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OTA’s telephone survey of employer participation in high school work-based learning was con-
ducted in March and April 1995 A sample of 15 work-based learning programs in 10 states was se-
lected through a two-step process from all programs in the country known to conform generally with the
definition of youth apprenticeship discussed in chapters 1 and 5. First, 21 work-based learning sites
exhibiting diversity by the age of the work-based learning program, duration of students’ work experi-
ence, type of entity coordinating the work-based learning, number of student participants, urbanicity,
and type of industry predominating in the community were identified, From this group, 15 sites were
chosen where the program coordinator reported in a telephone interview that the work-based learning
program Involves a progression of work experiences spanning two or more grades, requires work plans
that detail a student’s planned work experience, provides at least 50 hours per year of work-based
learning experiences, requires a designated school or workplace mentor or supervisor, and IS spon-
sored at least in part by a school or school district, In line with these criteria and comments of the coor-
dinators, 10 of the sites were classified as youth apprenticeships, 3 as career academies, and 2 as
“other”

Stern estimated that no more than a few hundred such youth apprenticeships and career acade-
mies existed in 1992-93 (46), Therefore the OTA sample probably includes a significant proportion of all
the STWOA prototypes in the country with two or more years of operating experience,

The programs that were selected and the total number of employers that were involved, as re-
ported by the coordinators, are shown in table 6-1, The date shown is the date reported by the coordi-
nators as “when the program began, ” In some cases, the date is probably when the host institution was
established

For each program, interviews were conducted with the coordinator and a minimum of five em-
ployers nominated by the coordinator, Information was obtained from both groups of respondents about
the community context; the numbers of students and employers involved in different types of work-
based learning activities today, three years ago, and planned for 1995-96; strategies for recruiting em-
ployers; and the factors affecting employers’ decisions to participate, In addition, employers were
asked about the characteristics of their company and the likely effectiveness of alternative policies of
inducing employer participation with external incentives,

The survey was administered to 86 employers in the 15 school-to-work transition programs. Fifty-
four of these employers were participating in one of the programs at the time of the interviews,
former participants, and 13 were once invited but refused to participate, The sample includes
of employers of different sizes in different industries.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1995, based on reference 23,

19 were
a range

DATA SOURCES OTA’s survey differs from most previous sur-

The analyses of employer participation in the
chapter are based on data from several different
sources. One is an OTA telephone survey of em-
ployer participation in work-based learning in 15
communities, the second is OTA case studies in
three cities, and the third is results from existing
national and regional employer surveys, case
studies, and focus-group research.

veys in that it included both participating and non-
participating employers and was designed to
compare the relative importance of different fac-
tors influencing employers’ decisions to partici-
pate in work-based learning. The telephone
survey is described in box 6-1, and the work-based
learning programs that were surveyed are listed in
table 6-1. Because the sample of communities and
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Year “program”
Program and community began
Pickens County Youth Apprenticeship (Easley, South Carolina) 1992-93

Fox Cities Education for Employment Council (Appleton, Wisconsin) 1992-93

Southern Maine Region Youth Apprenticeship Program 1992-93
(Cumberland County, Maine)

York County Area Vo-Tech (York County, Pennsylvania) 1992-93

Industrial Modernization Center (Lycoming County, Pennsylvania) 1991-92

Pasadena Graphic Arts Academy (Pasadena, California) 1991-92

Oakland Health and Bioscience Academy (Oakland, California) 1990-91

Career Partners, Inc. (Tulsa, Oklahoma) 1989-90

Kent County Technical Center (Kent County, Michigan) 1989-90

Baltimore Academy of Finance (Baltimore, Maryland) 1988-89

Education for Employment Consortium (Kalamazoo, Michigan) 1986-87

Partnership Project (Portland, Oregon) 1984-85

Academy of Finance (New York, New York) 1982-83

Dauphin County Technical School (Harrisburg, Pennsylvania) 1970-71

Calhoun Area Technical Center (Battle Creek, Michigan) 1970-71

Number of employers
participating in

1994-95
80

30

24

14

23

6

150

14

2,070

35

792

30

50

43

53

SOURCE Office of Technology Assessment, 1995, based on reference 23

employers is small, the results should be consid-
ered tentative.

OTA’s case studies of work-based learning
were conducted in Boston, Cincinnati, and Phila-
delphia. These were selected because of the sub-
stantial success that has apparently been achieved
in each city in recruiting employers for work-
based learning. Kalamazoo was studied using ex-
isting case study materials and a telephone
interview with the director of the program (24,41).

The chapter also draws heavily on four other
studies of employer involvement in school-to-
work transition programs:

1. Lynn and Wills of the Institute for Educational

2

Leadership surveyed 224 employers participat-
ing in cooperative education in 18 different
high schools in six metropolitan areas across
the country (34).
Decision Information Resources (DIR) sur-
veyed 70 employers in Texas who are involved
in workforce development programs involving
high school youth (48,49).

3.

4.

Zemsky of the Center for the Educational
Quality of the Workforce conducted eight focus
groups of employers in a cross section of cities
across the country; these employers were asked
about their attitudes toward youth and youth
apprenticeships (54).
The Manpower Research and Development
Corporation (MRDC) interviewed the program
staff of 15 school-to-work transition programs
about their experience with employer recruit-
ment and reported the results as part of a larger
evaluation (40).

Each of the studies has important limitations.
All of the survey samples are small, so that care
must be taken not to ascribe importance to small
differences among groups. None of the studies in-
cludes comparable samples of both participating
and nonparticipating employers. Some studies fo-
cus on only one type of work-based learning,
while others cover several types. One is limited to
a single state, while the others are based on sites
from across the country. None is based on strati-
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fied, randomly selected samples of employers, so
the results are not statistically representative.
Nevertheless, many of the survey questions are
similar among the studies, and where there is
overlap, the results are very similar. This consis-
tency allows for additional confidence in the chap-
ter findings despite the limitations.

The study by Zemsky has shown that nonpar-
ticipating employers’ attitudes toward work-
based learning may be very different from those of
participating employers (54). In that study, em-
ployers in a cross section of eight large and small
communities across the country with little or no
experience with work-based learning were
brought together in focus groups to discuss their
attitudes toward hiring youth and participating in
youth apprenticeship programs. Their views
about young people, the bureaucracy of school
systems, and the potential value of participating in
work-based learning were much more negative
than those expressed by employers in OTA’s sur-
vey and in the other studies, which primarily ques-
tioned participating employers. The employers
who took part in Zemsky’s study were openly
angry about the lack of discipline and self-control
among youth and essentially had no interest in
participating in work-based learning programs.

How can this gulf in attitudes between partici-
pating and nonparticipating employers be ex-
plained? One possibility is that once employers
become involved in work-based learning, their
perceptions change. Another view is that the gulf
in attitudes reflects real differences among em-
ployers that are essentially unchangeable (54).
Neither case inspires much optimism that the fu-
ture recruitment of employers will be very easy.

GROWTH OF EMPLOYER PARTICIPATION
STWOA aims to expand business participation in
work-based learning to the point that all students
choosing to participate in school-to-work pro-
grams would have work-based learning experi-

ences. If a sizable proportion of the high school
student population is to be served, hundreds of
thousands of new employers must be recruited.

STWOA’s principal strategy for employer re-
cruitment is to encourage the formation of partner-
ships among schools, employers, community
colleges, and other community institutions at the
state and local levels (see box 6-2). These partner-
ships are intended to engage employers in collab-
orative efforts to initiate and develop school-
to-work transition systems so that they feel they
have an important stake in the outcomes. The con-
necting activities called for in the legislation are
intended to provide employers with any assistance
they may need to participate in the partnerships
and to coordinate efforts between school systems
and employers. The STWOA legislation specifi-
cally prohibits the use of federal funds for wage
incentives or the employment of work-based
learning students as substitutes for incumbent
workers.

The rates at which student and employer partic-
ipation have grown in communities where such
partnerships have been formed were investigated
in OTA’s survey by asking the 15 program coordi-
nators about changes in the number of employers
and students participating in their prototype
school-to-work transition systems over the past
two school years.

The main finding is that the median growth rate
of employer participation in the 15 programs in
the past two years has been six employers per year.
In 1992-93, the median number of employers in-
volved in the 15 programs was 23 and in 1994-95
the median was 35 employers.

This increased employer participation trans-
lated into a median increase of 11 students per
year in the 15 programs, from a median of 80 stu-
dents per program in 1992-93 to a median of 100
students per program in 1994-95.1 This is a
growth rate of about 14 percent per year. With
these small starting sizes and rates of growth,

1 While the median increasd by 10 students per year, the actual median increase per program was 11 students per year.
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STWOA’s main strategy for employer recruitment is encouraging the formation of partnerships
among schools, employers, community colleges, and other community Institutions at the state and local
levels, to initiate and develop school-to-work transition systems The employer-educator partnerships
are intended to evolve into mutually rewarding relationships. Some hope that a long-term by-product of
these relationships will be broadened mutual understanding on the part of the business and the educa-
tion communities.

Techniques for building these partnerships and for recruiting employers used by school systems

and connecting organizations include informing employers of the economic benefits of participation,
exercising moral suasion, generating peer pressure among employers to become involved, and
appealing to the collective interests of employers.

The connecting activities that are required by the legislation are intended to support the formation
of these partnerships by providing employers with a number of services. These services include assis-
tance to employers in planning a work-based learning program, in training mentors and supervisors to
work with students, in matching students with the work-based learning opportunities of employers, and
in helping students who have completed their program to find jobs or to continue their education

The only other provisions in the legislation that bear on employer participation in work-based
learning are restrictions against using any STWOA funds for wage subsidies for students or mentors,
against using trainees to displace permanent employees, and against providing work-based learning
positions when any other employees are on layoff from the company.

SOURCES: School to Work Opportunities Act of 1994, May 4, 1994, Public Law 103-239, and reference 23

many years will be required for school-to-work Although the median number of employers per
transition systems to reach substantial propor-
tions of all the students in the school districts in
which those systems are located.

These growth rates may accelerate in the future
because of the passage of STWOA and state sys-
tem-building efforts encouraged by it. Seventy
percent of the project coordinators in OTA’s sur-
vey said that employers are “more willing to par-
ticipate in work-based learning” today than they
were three years ago. More than 90 percent of the
program coordinators are planning to increase the
number of student and employer participants in
their programs. The projected increase for
1995-96 is 35 students per prototype, or about
three times that prior to STWOA. However, even
if this higher rate can be achieved, work-based
learning will take many years to reach substantial
scale in most communities.

prototype is only 35, the range is broad. Three of
the prototypes in OTA’s sample reported 150 em-
ployers or more, and two had fewer than 20. The
remaining 10 are clustered between 20 and 50 em-
ployers. Of the three larger sites, one had 150 em-
ployers, one had 792, and one claimed more than
2,000 (23).2

The program with 792 employers is the Kala-
mazoo Valley Education for Employment Con-
sortium in Kalamazoo County, Michigan. This
program is described in box 6-3. In this communi-
ty of nine school districts and one community col-
lege, substantial progress has been made in
developing a full-fledged school-to-work transi-
tion system. The system sequence includes the
selection of a career major, preparation of a career
plan, traditional vocational education, and several
types of work-based learning opportunities.

2 The 2,000 employers were reported for the Kent County Technical Center; this number includes employers who have agreed to provide

work-based learning experiences but are not yet doing so.
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In 1985, nine school districts in Kalamazoo County, Michigan, the local community college, and

the intermediate school district formed the Kalamazoo Valley Education for Employment Consortium
(EFE) to help students maximize their employment potential and to increase the contribution of educa-
tion to the economic development of the county. The EFE Consortium was initially created to coordinate
vocational-technical education, but has expanded into a school-to-work transition system of integrated
academic and career preparation activities extending from elementary school through 12th grade. The
system is organized into 15 “career clusters, ” each with its own business and industry advisory commit-
tee,

EFE allows any student in any school the option of attending any career preparation programs in
any of the other schools. In 1994-95 there were 3,965 students in grades 11 and 12 in the nine school
districts. Over 2,241 of these students participated in EFE activities in 1994-95, which is an increase of
303 since 1992-93 and 452 since 1990-91.

EFE provides students with a progression of career development and program choices within the
overall system. The system components include:

■

■

●

■

Career guidance—Major emphasis is placed on career guidance, which starts with career awareness
activities in elementary school. In the 8th grade, guidance counselors meet with students to help them
develop a four-year Educational Development Plan (EDP), which the students update annually until they
graduate. Every 8th grader is also given the opportunity to visit the local community college (Kalamazoo
Valley Community College), where they learn about broad career alternatives from faculty and business
and industry representatives. The counselors receive extensive training in career counseling and meet
together monthly as a single group across the nine school districts to discuss problems and issues,
“Mentorship’’---ln the 10th grade, students have the opportunity to job-shadow for a half day with a vol-
unteer from a local company. By the end of the 10th grade, students choose a career cluster as part of
their EDP. Growth in this component of the EFE program has reached the point where 757 students, or
about 45 percent of all 10th grade students in the county, had mentorships in 1994-95.
Worksite-based education—Over 216 students participated in worksite-based education programs in
1994-95. These programs, which start in the 11th grade, are conducted at the site of a local employer.
Programs were offered in health, law enforcement, hospitality, and plastics during 1994-95, In 1995-96, a

new program will be added in paper technology. The model for these worksite-based programs is pro-
vided by the Health Occupations. In the Health Occupations, classroom space and supporting instruc-
tors are provided by the Borgess and Bronson Hospitals, but the lead instructors are selected and
trained by EFE. The first year combines two hours per day of intensive academic study and core skills
learning with ten job-shadowing experiences. The academic subject matter is taught to emphasize
health applications—for example, each physiological system studied (the circulatory system) is accom-
panied by training in a diagnostic procedure (taking blood pressure). In the second year, students
choose a more specific occupational area within the health field. They spend three days a week working
for an employer in an unpaid, year-long externship and two days a week in classes at the offsite facility.
Students may then chose to continue on for a third year at the postsecondary level.
Cooperative education—Approximately 160 of the 1,887 students enrolled in school-based, career-tech-
nical education programs participate in paid, cooperative education with 102 different employers in
1994-95 in grades 11 and 12. Most of these are technical programs, including tech-prep options that
allow students to continue with their career preparation at the postsecondary level.

(continued)
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Cooperative education in Cincinnati was begun in 1906 by the dean of engineering at the Univer-
sity of Cincinnati. It spread to the Ohio College of Applied Science (OCAS) in 1937 and to Cincinnati

State and Community College in the late 1960s. For students in the associate degree programs of these
two institutions, participation in co-op is required. There are two patterns: the “alternating model, ” in
which a student goes to school for a 10- to 13-week term and then works for an employer for the same
length of time, repeating the cycle two to six times, and the “parallel model, “ in which the student splits

the day between school and work.
Co-op is ingrained in the culture of the colleges, employers, and community. “They have had

close to 100 years to practice, ” says one college coordinator, “and consequently the community is used
to the Idea. ” The Cincinnati economy is robust and diversified, but retains a strong engineering and
manufacturing base.

Many employers in Cincinnati view co-op as a major way of “growing their own new people. ” In
the words of one manager, co-op helps companies avoid “hiring mistakes” and teaches students the
technical knowledge and work skills specific to a business. Co-op placements improve students’ re-
sumes and enable students see first hand whether they like the companies. Many companies in Cincin-
nati are so eager to get co-op students that they aggressively recruit them on the college campuses.

Employers know that if they do not provide good-quality jobs with good learning opportunities,
they will not be able to compete for the best students. The students learn where the best placements
are by talking among themselves. The community college coordinators know that if they do not provide
students who are well prepared, the employers will rapidly lose interest.

Employers tend to hire their co-op students as permanent workers when they graduate. More
than 93 percent of OCAS students have found employment within 10 weeks of graduation, most of them
with their co-op employer. Based on the size of graduating classes and the labor market, a plausible
estimate is that co-op students account for about one-third of all new hires at the subbaccalaureate
level in the Cincinnati area. In many companies, a substantial proportion of all employees are former
co-op students. As a result, most people understand and are familiar with co-op—and this familiarity
helps to perpetuate the demand for co-op students.

Co-op is sustained by an informal culture of close working relationships between the employers
and college coordinators. They stay in constant touch with each other over issues of screening and
matching students for placements, the changing needs of employers, the progress of individual stu-
dents, and the need for changes in the college curriculum.

This whole system is maintained without wage subsidies or any other inducements for employers,
and without any formal or regulatory apparatus, such as formal contracts, skill standards, or a local
regulatory organization. The only external incentive that is operating benefits the colleges rather than

the employers; state policies allow colleges to continue receiving state formula aid while students are at
the worksite. That is the greatest lesson of the Cincinnati case: that work-based learning can be accom-
plished at the post-secondary level, under the right conditions, without external incentives for employer
participation. These conditions are a strong commitment to high-quality occupational preparation by the
educational institutions; a stable funding source for the activities of the co-op coordinators; a parallel

commitment by employers, particularly when they are committed to “grow your own” programs; and a
consistency between the work-based and school-based components created by ongoing interaction
between educators and employers.

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, 1995, based on reference 21
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Although 1,271 students and 792 employers in
the Kalamazoo area were involved in some form
of work-based learning in 1994-95, only about
312 of these students and 180 of the employers
were participating in cooperative education or
what are called externships, where an appreciable
amount of time is spent in workplaces. These 312
students constitute only 7 percent of all 11th- and
12th-graders in the county. Most of the other stu-
dents and employers were involved in job-shad-
owing experiences that occur in the 10th grade and
last for only a few hours (see box 6-3).

Much of the numerical growth in employer in-
volvement in work-based learning in Kalamazoo
over the past two years—from a total of 403 em-
ployers in 1992-93 to 792 in 1994-95—has been
in these job-shadowing experiences. The number
of outside employers involved in the externships
and cooperative education has remained about the
same or increased slightly.

A total of four full-time-equivalent staff mem-
bers are employed to recruit employers for both
the job shadowing and externship activities. All of
the student placements in these externships are
unpaid (27).

Another example of a school-to-work transi-
tion program that has achieved substantial success
in recruiting employers for work-based learning is
the well-known ProTech Youth Apprenticeship
program in Boston, Massachusetts. Since the
1970s, the Boston Private Industry Council (PIC)
has created the Boston Jobs Collaborative and the
Boston Compact, served as the governing board
for the administration of Job Training Partnership
Act programs in the city, and launched a number
of citywide human resources development strate-
gies. The PIC launched ProTech in 1991 and has
worked aggressively ever since to expand it (23).
ProTech started with five employers in one sector
(all hospitals) and 75 students. By 1992, the pro-
gram had gained only one employer, but the num-
ber of students had increased to 108. By the
1994-95 school year, ProTech had 21 employers
in three industry sectors (health, finance, and utili-
ties and communications) employing 375 stu-
dents. The overall average growth rates for
participation between 1992 and 1994 were there-

fore 7.5 employers per year and about 135 stu-
dents per year. ProTech’s goal is to increase the
number of participating employers to 100 within
three or four years (23).

Most of the employers involved in ProTech are
large, so the number of students placed with each
additional employer has been considerably great-
er than average. Progress in increasing student
involvement for a new ProTech program in envi-
ronmental services has been slower because the
companies are small and each takes only one
student. Despite ProTech’s fast growth, the 375
students currently receiving work-based learning
represent only 6 percent of the 6,600 juniors and
seniors in the Boston public high school system (8).

The recruitment of employers for ProTech has
required considerable effort. Employers rarely
volunteer to participate; they have to be persuaded
to do so. The PIC’s industry coordinator, who is
primarily responsible for employer recruitment, is
a retired banker, whose private-sector background
gives him influence with employers. Fourteen
“career specialists” spend part of their time assist-
ing the industry coordinator with employer re-
cruitment. The career specialists also coordinate
student placements with participating ProTech
employers, visit each student regularly, and pro-
vide troubleshooting and technical assistance.

Recruitment initially involves meeting with the
chief executive officers of a selected group of
companies in an industry sector and familiarizing
them with the ProTech program. These meetings
are typically followed by meetings with individu-
al companies to answer questions, persuade, ob-
tain commitments to participate, and agree on the
number of slots to be provided. In recruiting em-
ployers, the PIC draws on the relationships that it
has built with employers through the Boston
Compact and other initiatives. Despite these con-
tacts, ProTech has needed at least the equivalent of
one full-time employee—if not more—to recruit
the 7.5 new employers per year.

To determine the level of effort devoted to em-
ployer recruitment in the 15 programs surveyed
by OTA, the coordinators were asked to report the
total amount of staff time spent on employer re-
cruitment in full-time-equivalent (FTE) staff
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years. Not including the Kalamazoo response, the
coordinators reported using a mean of 0.47 FTE
year of staff time per annum to recruit employers
(23). Including the 4 FTEs spent on recruiting in
Kalamazoo would increase this average to 1.15
FTEs. Eleven of the program coordinators re-
ported spending between 0.2 and 0.8 FTE year of
staff time per year on the task.

In summary, an average of at least one-half FTE
year of staff time has been required in school-to-
work programs to recruit half a dozen employers
per year and to provide about a dozen additional
students with work-based learning experiences.
Some programs have done considerably better
than this, but some have found it even harder to re-
cruit.

Ultimately, the goal must be to increase student
participation in work-based learning. Strategical-
ly, there are at least three possible ways to do this:
to increase the number of student placements per
employer, to increase the number of employers
per industry area, and to increase the number of in-
dustry areas per school-to-work transition system.
Growth may be easier to achieve in some of these
ways than in others.

According to OTA’s survey, the median number
of students per employer in work-based learning
programs is two, and this number is apparently
difficult to increase even marginally. An average
of about two was found by Lynn and Wills for
cooperative education (34). MDRC said that most
employers take “less than three” placements (40).
Attracting larger employers would increase this
rate, but the number of larger employers in a com-
munity is typically limited. In the OTA survey,
employers with more than 300 employees pro-
vided placements for an average of 20 students
each, whereas employers with fewer than 40 em-
ployees placed, on average, only 1.7 students
each. But nationwide, fewer than 1 percent of
firms employ more than 250 people, and about 50
percent employ between 20 and 250 employees.3

”HIGH-QUALITY EQUILIBRIUM”
IN CINCINNATI
One city where work-based learning has succeed-
ed, at least at the postsecondary level, is Cincin-
nati, Ohio. Work-based learning operates
extensively and with little government involve-
ment, as described in box 6-4. Both two-year col-
leges in the area and the University of Cincinnati
offer co-op. A large number of employers provide
co-op placements. This situation has created a
“high-quality equilibrium” in which there is com-
petition among colleges for good work place-
ments and between employers for good students.
This competition serves to maintain high stan-
dards: The colleges make a great effort to prepare
students for the work-based assignments and
match them well with employers’ needs, and em-
ployers strive to provide good learning opportuni-
ties.

The Cincinnati experience shows that once
cooperative education is up and running, incen-
tives can exist for employers to continue partici-
pating, but it does not show how such incentives
can be created in areas where work-based learning
is currently rare. Once cooperative education be-
comes a mainstream recruitment method, compa-
nies have incentives to continue participating
because it provides them with access to a good
source of the best students. The fact that coopera-
tive education has continued at a high level for a
long time in Cincinnati indicates that these incen-
tives are self-sustaining. The only external sup-
port for employer participation is provided by
state policies that allow the colleges to receive the
same formula aid per student whether a student is
enrolled or at the worksite. In effect, this provides
state support for the connecting activities of the
co-op coordinators in the colleges.

3 Unpublished data from the Covered Employment and Wages Program of the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Firm

is defined in these data as a set of one or more business establishments sharing a single federal Employer Identification Number.
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Cooperative education in Cincinnati was begun in 1906 by the dean of engineering at the Univer-
sity of Cincinnati. It spread to the Ohio College of Applied Science (OCAS) in 1937 and to Cincinnati

State and Community College in the late 1960s. For students in the associate degree programs of these
two institutions, participation in co-op is required. There are two patterns: the “alternating model, ” in
which a student goes to school for a 10- to 13-week term and then works for an employer for the same
length of time, repeating the cycle two to six times, and the “parallel model, “ in which the student splits

the day between school and work.
Co-op is ingrained in the culture of the colleges, employers, and community. “They have had

close to 100 years to practice, ” says one college coordinator, “and consequently the community is used
to the Idea. ” The Cincinnati economy is robust and diversified, but retains a strong engineering and
manufacturing base.

Many employers in Cincinnati view co-op as a major way of “growing their own new people. ” In
the words of one manager, co-op helps companies avoid “hiring mistakes” and teaches students the
technical knowledge and work skills specific to a business. Co-op placements improve students’ re-
sumes and enable students see first hand whether they like the companies. Many companies in Cincin-
nati are so eager to get co-op students that they aggressively recruit them on the college campuses.

Employers know that if they do not provide good-quality jobs with good learning opportunities,
they will not be able to compete for the best students. The students learn where the best placements
are by talking among themselves. The community college coordinators know that if they do not provide
students who are well prepared, the employers will rapidly lose interest.

Employers tend to hire their co-op students as permanent workers when they graduate. More
than 93 percent of OCAS students have found employment within 10 weeks of graduation, most of them
with their co-op employer. Based on the size of graduating classes and the labor market, a plausible
estimate is that co-op students account for about one-third of all new hires at the subbaccalaureate
level in the Cincinnati area. In many companies, a substantial proportion of all employees are former
co-op students. As a result, most people understand and are familiar with co-op—and this familiarity
helps to perpetuate the demand for co-op students.

Co-op is sustained by an informal culture of close working relationships between the employers
and college coordinators. They stay in constant touch with each other over issues of screening and
matching students for placements, the changing needs of employers, the progress of individual stu-
dents, and the need for changes in the college curriculum.

This whole system is maintained without wage subsidies or any other inducements for employers,
and without any formal or regulatory apparatus, such as formal contracts, skill standards, or a local
regulatory organization. The only external incentive that is operating benefits the colleges rather than

the employers; state policies allow colleges to continue receiving state formula aid while students are at
the worksite. That is the greatest lesson of the Cincinnati case: that work-based learning can be accom-
plished at the post-secondary level, under the right conditions, without external incentives for employer
participation. These conditions are a strong commitment to high-quality occupational preparation by the
educational institutions; a stable funding source for the activities of the co-op coordinators; a parallel

commitment by employers, particularly when they are committed to “grow your own” programs; and a
consistency between the work-based and school-based components created by ongoing interaction
between educators and employers.

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, 1995, based on reference 21
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MAJOR BENEFITS INFLUENCING
EMPLOYERS’ DECISIONS
TO PARTICIPATE
While cases such as Boston, Cincinnati, and Kala-
mazoo indicate that success can be achieved, they
do not provide much systematic knowledge of the
underlying reasons for employers’ decisions to
participate in work-based learning. Knowledge of
these reasons is needed to develop more effective
strategies for expanding employer involvement
that can be reliably employed in different commu-
nity contexts. If strategies cannot be found that are
significantly more effective than those currently
being employed in most communities, the extent
of work-based learning in school-to-work transi-
tion systems will remain extremely limited. An
important policy issue is whether external induce-
ments beyond persuasion and coordinating assis-
tance will be needed.

A general framework for understanding em-
ployers’ reasons for participating in work-based
learning can be constructed by identifying the
benefits of and barriers to participation. Presum-
ably, employers will participate only up to the
point at which the costs of overcoming the
associated barriers are perceived to be less than the
value of the benefits received. In this section, the
benefits perceived by employers are analyzed; in
the next section, the barriers are considered.

Broadly speaking, work-based learning pro-
vides participating employers with two main
benefits: to contribute to the improvement of edu-
cation and the community and to recruit new
personnel. Employers’ specific reasons for con-
tributing to the improvement of education and the
community can range from altruism and philan-
thropy to public relations or other self-interested
goals. In recruiting new personnel, companies may
similarly be motivated primarily by their own
needs for new workers, or by goals of working col-
lectively with other companies to expand the pool
of workers available to their whole industry.

It is important to distinguish among these altru-
istic, self-interested, and collective motivations

for employer involvement in work-based learning
because of their implications for the extent to
which the government may need to be involved in
the development of work-based learning and to
provide external inducements to recruit employ-
ers on the scale envisaged in STWOA (2). If most
employers participate in work-based learning pri-
marily for philanthropic reasons of improving
education and the community, the prospects for
the future expansion of work-based learning are
much dimmer than if they are motivated primarily
by collective or self-interested needs for recruiting
new personnel.

To gauge the relative importance of these dif-
ferent benefits and motivations, the OTA survey
asked current and former employers to respond to
a single, randomly ordered list of possible reasons
for their participation in work-based learning.
(Paraphrased versions of the actual statements are
shown in table 6-2.) Employers were asked to re-
spond in two different ways: to select the “stron-
gest benefit” (most important) of work-based
learning among all of the factors listed, and to rate
each factor as either a “primary benefit,” “strong
benefit,” “minor benefit,” or “not a benefit” of
work-based learning. The first response method
provides the clearest estimate of the relative im-
portance of the factors, whereas the second pro-
vides information about secondary choices.

❚ Improvement of Education and the
Community

It is often suggested that most employers who
work with educators and students do so primarily
out of a sense of civic duty (2). Lynn and Wills
show that, among employers who are currently
participating in cooperative education, more than
70 percent “strongly agree” or “somewhat agree”
that they participate in order to perform a commu-
nity service (34). Pauly and associates reached
similar conclusions in MDRC’s study of 15
school-to-work transition programs (40). Neither
of these studies assessed the relative importance
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Percent of employers selecting:
as a strong or as the strongest

Benefit primary benefit benefit

Employee recruitment 60 66

Concern about current or future skill shortages in industry 85 15

Opportunity to train future employees (for the company) 77 15

Need for higher-skilled entry-level workers 81 12

Current labor shortage 51 10

Opportunity to attract minorities to the company 47 6

Reduced costs from screening of potential employees 39 4

Opportunity to attract young workers for aging workforce 58 3

Opportunity to observe or try out potential employees 60 1

Opportunity to attract women to the organization 42 0
Desire to contribute to effort supported by other employers 62 0

Education and community improvement 76 25

Concern about the quality of education 77 7

Desire to become involved in school improvement 86 7

Creation of goodwill in the community toward the company 64 4

Opportunity to “network” with schools 73 3

Opportunity to invest in the community 82 3

Contribution to company’s positive image in the community 74 1

Otherc — 10

NOTE: There were a total of 54 usable responses from current employers and 19 from former employers (Percentages may not sum to 100 due to
rounding )
a The figures shown are the percentages of employers’ ratings in which the benefit was selected as being of “strong” or “primary” rather than of “no”

or “little” importance to their participation.
b The figures shown are the percentages of current and former employers who selected the benefit as the most important to their participation in

work-based learning.
c Employers could select “Other” rather than a specific item from the list read to them.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1995, based on reference 23

that participating employers place on the commu-
nity service in comparison with recruitment goals,
or explored the underlying motivations of em-
ployers for participating.

In OTA’s survey, nearly two-thirds chose re-
cruitment goals as their most important reason for
participating, while only one-quarter chose
educational and community improvement goals.
At the same time, about three-fourths said that
educational and improvement goals were a

“strong” or “primary” benefit of work-based
learning, and somewhat fewer said that recruit-
ment goals are a “strong” or “primary” benefit.4

OTA interprets these two sets of responses to
mean that recruitment is the most important bene-
fit of employers who are currently involved in
work-based learning or have been involved in the
past, but that improvement of education and the
community also are quite important.

4The percentage of employers rating each of these goals as a strong or primary benefit was measured by computing an index consisting of

the total number of factors rated by employers as a strong or primary benefit divided by the total number of ratings.
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Employers also report that doing their civic
duty redounds to their own interests to a certain
extent. Current and former employers believe that
their public image and community relations are
improved by participating in work-based learn-
ing, but they attach much less importance to such
benefits than to the more altruistic reasons for par-
ticipating. This is indicated by the results in table
6-2 showing that 17 percent of companies cited al-
truistic reasons related to education and the com-
munity improvement as the most important
benefit of participation while only 5 percent cited
“creation of goodwill in the community” and
“contribution to the company’s positive image in
the community.”5 Employers also rated these lat-
ter two factors as “primary” or “strong” benefits
about half as often as they did the more altruistic
reasons for participation.

It is possible, of course, that employers tend to
underrepresent their interest in public relations
and to overrepresent their altruism when answer-
ing a survey questionnaire.

It can be argued that employers’ concern about
the quality of education and desire to become in-
volved in school improvement are also self-inter-
ested. This would be so if they see their
involvement as a good way of eventually improv-
ing the quality of entry-level workers available to
them in the labor market. However, the link be-
tween improving schools and actually being able
to hire better-qualified workers is long and indi-
rect, and the success would benefit many employ-
ers in a community and not just those who
participate.

OTA’s survey also allows some comparison of
the extent to which current and former employers
differ in their views of the importance of contrib-
uting to the improvement of education and the
community. Although the number of former em-
ployers in OTA’s sample is not large, the data
show that former employers consider recruitment
goals to be significantly more important than cur-
rent employers do, and that they rate improvement

of education and the community as far less impor-
tant. Whereas 30 percent of current employers
consider philanthropic goals as the most impor-
tant benefit of work-based learning, only 10 per-
cent of former employers do. This suggests that
employers who drop out of work-based learning
programs after once participating place somewhat
higher priority on the economic benefits of work-
based learning for their own company than do em-
ployers who continue to provide placements.

There are at least three implications of the find-
ing that self-interested goals of recruitment are
more important to employers—but not greatly
so—than philanthropic goals of improving educa-
tion and the community:

1. The finding offers more hope for the future ex-
pansion of employer participation than would
be the case if goals of improving education and
the community predominated. The number of
yet unapproached employers who would be
willing to participate in work-based learning
for philanthropic reasons only is likely to be
small, at least relative to the number of employ-
ers that will be needed to provide work-based
learning to substantial numbers of students.
The number who will be willing to participate
if work-based learning provides both philan-
thropic and practical business benefits should
be larger.

2. Whether employers view the benefits of per-
sonnel recruitment alone as greater than their
perceived costs of participation cannot be de-
termined from the OTA survey. If they do not,
the only employers who might participate are
those who also value the civic improvement
benefits of work-based learning.

3. The finding suggests that, initially at least,
strategies of employer recruitment should be
directed at convincing employers of both the
opportunity for personnel recruitment and for
contributing to community improvement that
work-based learning offers. This dual appeal

5 An additional 3 percent cited “opportunity to ‘network’ with schools.”
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could be one important aspect of “building a
partnership” for work-based learning between
educators and employers.

❚ Recruitment Needs
Just as employers may have philanthropic or self-
interested motives for wanting to improve educa-
tion and the community, their reasons for
recruitment can be either self-interested or collec-
tively oriented, toward expanding the pool of
qualified workers available to their industry. The
distinction is important because if employers are
interested only in recruiting personnel for their
own companies, they may be less willing to par-
ticipate in work-based learning where they are en-
gaged in a cooperative effort.

An example of collective support is the Wis-
consin youth apprenticeship in printing. Printing
is a large and growing industry in Wisconsin; this
growth has created a need for more printing assis-
tants and other technical personnel who can
install, operate, and maintain the increasingly so-
phisticated equipment coming into the industry.
In response, leaders in the printing industry
formed a consortium involving several compa-
nies, local school systems, and community col-
leges. The companies first established skill
standards, identifying the capabilities required to
enter the industry. Then the responsibility for pro-
viding the training necessary to develop these ca-
pabilities was divided up among the companies,
school systems, and community colleges in-
volved, so that the supply of trained people and the
costs are proportionately shared. The students get
to see several companies and colleges in the
course of their apprenticeships and the companies
get to see many different students. Large compa-
nies no longer have to be concerned about lost
training costs due to turnover because a sufficient
worker supply is maintained within the industry.
The collective benefits are clear in this situation,
where each company, especially smaller ones,
could not support such comprehensive training on
its own (53).

Recruiting High-Skilled Workers
Of all the different recruitment factors listed in
table 6-2, those concerning current or future skill
needs are rated as most important. The four most
frequently cited motives were: “concern about fu-
ture skill shortages in the industry,” an “opportu-
nity to train future employees (for the company),”
a “need for higher-skilled entry-level workers,”
and a need to meet “current labor shortage.” Three
of those factors refer to companies’ individual
needs for personnel, and the fourth refers to the
needs of the industry as a whole. In addition, em-
ployers’ “desire to contribute to effort supported
by other employers” ranked last (it was not se-
lected by any employers). In general, employers
apparently see less value in joining with other
companies to recruit new personnel for their in-
dustry than they do in proceeding on their own.

Some indication of the reason for this finding is
also evident in the results in table 6-2. Few em-
ployers see the opportunities to screen potential
employees or to try them out before hiring them to
be important benefits of participation, despite the
associated reduction in training costs. More see
the opportunities for training future employees
and meeting skill needs as the most important
benefit. This suggests that reduced training costs,
one of the main potential advantages of collective
approaches to training, apparently do not figure
very prominently in employers’ analyses of the
benefits of work-based learning. Research might
be done on what employers’ collection efforts
might achieve.

Recruiting Minorities and Women
Only 6 percent of employers cited the recruitment
of minorities as being their chief reason for in-
volvement in work-based learning, but more than
40 percent rated such recruitment as a strong or
primary benefit of work-based learning. Although
no employer rated the recruitment of women as
the most important reason for participating in
work-based learning, it was rated as a strong or
primary benefit by about the same percentage.
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Several of the Cincinnati employers inter-
viewed by OTA said that they rely solely on coop-
erative education for college recruitment of
permanent hires, and clearly stated that they use
cooperative education for diversifying their work
forces. As one Cincinnati employer said, “Co-op
gives us the competitive edge in recruiting in that
we identify people early on, especially minorities
and females: We’re going to identify them in their
freshmen or sophomore year and not wait.
They’re not going to be there as seniors to recruit
(if we wait).”

Recruiting Low-Cost Labor
Most studies indicate that some employers are
motivated primarily by the desire to fill part-time
positions at low wages. Lynn and Wills found that
more than 25 percent of employers interviewed
were “quite forthright” in saying that cooperative
education was a way to fill part-time positions
with good, low-paid workers (34).

It can also be the case that components of both
high and lower quality work-based learning exist
side-by-side within the same program. In the low-
er quality component, students’ learning experi-
ences are oriented more to production, while in the
higher quality component they are oriented more
to student learning and development. Cincinnati
provides an example of this. There is some evi-
dence from the OTA case study that the quality of
the work-based learning in the “alternating” mode
of cooperative education in Cincinnati, where stu-
dents alternate between school and work from one
quarter to the next, is higher than in the “parallel”
mode, where students spend half a day in school
and half in the workplace. Employers in the paral-
lel mode are more likely to view placements as a
source of efficient labor for production, and to
provide fewer structured learning experiences.
Employers in the alternating mode are more likely
to view the cooperative education students as fu-
ture workers for the company, and to provide them
with supporting educational activities and job
rotation. In effect, there may be two equilibria
alongside each other in Cincinnati, one of higher
quality than the other (21).

MAJOR BARRIERS INFLUENCING
EMPLOYERS’ DECISIONS
TO PARTICIPATE
In deciding whether to participate in work-based
learning, employers weigh the benefits of partici-
pation against the costs of overcoming the
associated barriers. These barriers can be clus-
tered into the following categories:

� economic uncertainty, attributable to slow-
downs in the local economy or changes in a
company’s business fortunes that limit the
availability of jobs;

� training costs, which include any student
wages paid and the valuation of the time spent
by supervisors and mentors planning work-
based learning activities and working with the
students;

� organizational resistance to work-based learn-
ing within the company from management or
other employees;

� regulatory restrictions and extra insurance
costs, which include child labor and safety laws
and general liability and worker’s compensa-
tion insurance;

� lack of support from the work-based learning
program and difficulties in working with the
programs and school systems; and

� inadequate preparation of students for work-
based learning placements.

The main finding from OTA’s survey is that all
of these barriers are of roughly equal importance
to employers. As shown in the right-hand column
of table 6-3, none of the six barriers appears to pre-
dominate or to be clearly less important than the
others. The only possible exception is regulatory
restrictions and insurance costs, which were re-
ported as least important by employers.

This finding implies that no policy narrowly
targeted at one of these barriers would substantial-
ly affect the growth of employer participation in
work-based learning. This finding is consistent
with the STWOA strategy of expanding employer
participation by building partnerships, which in-
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Percent of employers selecting:
as a strong or as the strongest

Barrier primary barriera barrierb

Economic uncertainty 23 9

Slowdown in local economy

Downsizing or restructuring within the company

Training costs

Wages of supervisors or mentors to operate a program

Employee staff time required to plan and start the program

Loss of newly trained employees

Student wages paid

Resistance from within the company

Lack of top management support

Opposition of employees

Opposition of union

Regulatory restrictions and insurance costs

Worker’s compensation insurance

Child labor law regulations

Safety regulations

General liability insurance

Lack of support from the work-based learning program

Lack of technical assistance and troubleshooting support

Unreliable scheduling of student placements

Inflexibility of work-based learning program model

Bureaucracy of school system or work-based learning program

Poor quality of young workers 16

Unreliability

Low skills or productivity
Otherc — 14

12

12

9

13

9

17

14

6

23

NOTE: There were a total of 54 usable responses from current employers and 19 from former employers. (Percentages may not sum to 100 due to

rounding.)
a The figures shown are the percentages of employers’ ratings in which the barrier was selected as being of “strong” or “primary” rather than of “no”

or “little” importance to their participation.
bThe figures shown are the percentages of current and former employers who selected the barrier as the most important to their participation in

work-based learning.
cEmployers could select “Other” rather than a specific item from the list read to them.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1995; based on reference 23..

volves developing several aspects of the relation- ❚ Economic Uncertainty
ship between employers and schools over a period Economic uncertainty is a barrier to work-based
of time. States, employers, and school-to-work learning when either general economic hard
transition programs in local communities could times, falling product demand, or internal changes
each take steps to lower some or all of these barriers.
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(such as restructuring) reduce the possibilities of
companies offering work-based learning opportu-
nities to students. Although economic uncertainty
is rated in the OTA survey as the chief barrier to
work-based learning by only 9 percent of employ-
ers, it is rated as a strong or primary factor by more
than 23 percent of them (see table 6-3). This is a
higher proportion than was reported for any of the
five other groups of factors. This implies that eco-
nomic uncertainty may be a more important sec-
ondary barrier to employer participation in
work-based learning than all others, in the same
way that improving education and the community
was found to be nearly as important a benefit of
employer participation as recruitment. Employ-
ers’ ratings of the importance of this factor are
likely to vary greatly over time as business condi-
tions change.

The National Center on the Educational Quali-
ty of the Workforce found that companies, particu-
larly older and larger ones experiencing the most
downsizing, were uninterested in any youth ap-
prenticeship initiative that might divert attention
from the immediate task of making their enter-
prises leaner and more concentrated on their mar-
ket strengths (54). In the DIR survey, “job
availability” was ranked as the most important of
the financial barriers (49). In the federal Youth En-
titlement Demonstration Program, which guaran-
teed disadvantaged young people a job if they
stayed in school and offered wage subsidies to em-
ployers to provide jobs, more than 40 percent of
the employers who refused to participate reported
that they did so because they lacked jobs (3).

In European countries where large school-to-
work systems are part of the “social partnerships”
that exist, governments increase subsidies to em-
ployers in times of economic downturn, and em-
ployers tacitly agree to maintain or even to
increase the number of work-based learning
placements available at such times (19). In Ger-
many, apprenticeship slots in the Handwerk sector
are increased when employers in the commercial
sector are unable to take as many apprentices (44).

The partnerships between schools and employ-
ers encouraged in STWOA could serve similar
purposes. Indeed, they have done so in the case of

ProTech. When student placements were threat-
ened by hospital restructuring, most of the slots
were restored following conversations between
ProTech and hospital administrators.

❚ Training Costs
Training costs include the direct costs of wages
paid to students during training and the costs of
providing them with the training they receive. In
the case of work-based learning, these latter costs
include the wages paid to supervisors, mentors,
and any other employees who spend time plan-
ning and managing the work-based learning pro-
gram or providing instruction.

Supervision Costs
Supervision costs include time spent by supervi-
sors guiding the work of students and time spent
by mentors in counseling and assisting the stu-
dents. The main distinction between supervisors
and mentors is that supervisors have responsibil-
ity for managing and assessing students’ perfor-
mance as part of the work-based learning
program, whereas mentors advise students on per-
sonal and job-related matters (27). Often these
tasks overlap.

Finding or developing worksite personnel who
have the necessary management, teaching, and
counseling skills presents a challenge for work-
based learning programs (27). Performing these
tasks for high school students is very different
from working with older entry-level workers, be-
cause often the students are being introduced to
the adult world and the work of the company at the
same time. Conflicts between the production re-
sponsibilities of the worksite personnel and the
need to train or mentor the students are inevitable
(40). Some of these supervision costs may be
borne by individual employees. One worksite su-
pervisor interviewed by Policy Studies Associates
said that “my boss doesn’t pat me on the back,” ad-
ding that her work with ProTech did not come up
in her performance review (23).

Program Start-up and Management Cost
A related category of costs is the time spent by em-
ployer staff in planning a work-based learning
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program, getting it organized and started, and
managing it on a continuing basis. Many deci-
sions have to be made about how students will be
selected and matched with positions, what the
content of their learning experiences will be, who
will be responsible for any instruction that is pro-
vided, and how mentors and supervisors will be
selected and trained.

Another time-consuming task is developing in-
dividual student learning plans, which are used in
some programs to structure each student’s work-
based learning experience and its relationship
with school-based activities. The plans typically
specify the student’s learning objectives and the
methods used to assess achievement (27). Each
plan has to be tailored to the individual student
and the individual employer.

Six participating employers in the Craftsman-
ship 2000 youth apprenticeship program in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, spent more than a year planning and
deciding on the core curriculum for a four-year
program in machining (40). Early on, the six com-
panies discovered that they had six very different
definitions of what they wanted.

ProTech gives potential employers an “em-
ployee involvement sheet” that outlines the “base-
line” commitment required to implement the
program. This minimum, not accounting for any
student supervision or mentoring, is estimated to
be 65 hours per year of employer staff time.

Student Wages
Student wages are one component of training
costs, especially the portion paid during time de-
voted to learning rather than productive activity.
One source reports that the students who are paid
receive $5 to $8 per hour (27). Thirty-seven per-
cent of the students served in the 15 programs sur-
veyed by OTA are unpaid (23).

Work-based learning practitioners generally
estimate supervision and management cost to be
much greater than the cost of student wages. The
first indication of this view came from discussions
in a focus group of employers involved in several
well-known youth apprenticeship projects, which
was conducted by the National Alliance of Busi-

ness (38). The participants reported that the most
expensive element of youth apprenticeship was
the time supervisors spend planning and the time
“front-line workers” spend as mentors for stu-
dents. OTA was unable to locate analyses based on
actual accounting to verify these costs.

Employers in the OTA survey ranked supervi-
sor and staff time as having essentially the same
cost as loss of newly trained workers. The em-
ployers surveyed by DIR rated student wages as
the least important of eight financial costs consid-
ered, including supervision and program planning
(49). Eighty-six percent of employers in the DIR
survey said that student wages were of “little or
no” importance to their decisions to participate in
work-based learning. In comparison, 60 percent
said that supervision costs and time were of “little
or no importance.” Evaluators of the Department
of Labor’s In-School Youth Apprenticeship Pro-
gram concluded that the subsidy of $2,100 per stu-
dent offered to employers had little effect on their
willingness to participate (18). On the whole, em-
ployers were more attracted by the program’s em-
phasis on screening and training of entry-level
workers than by the subsidies offered.

Effectiveness of Training Cost Subsidies
There is a widely held opinion among experts in
the United States that financial incentives in-
tended to reduce training costs would have little
effect on employers’ participation in work-based
learning. To support this conclusion, some ob-
servers cite the negative experience with using
wage incentives in federal programs to encourage
employers to hire out-of-school youths or eco-
nomically disadvantaged workers (1). As dis-
cussed below, however, there are some reasons to
be skeptical about this inference concerning work-
based learning, and some evidence directly from
work-based learning programs suggests that fi-
nancial incentives may be effective.

Evaluation results generally show that federal
tax incentives have not significantly affected the
hiring or training decisions of employers (4). Sev-
eral studies of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit pro-
gram show that employers use most of the credits
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to pay the salaries of people who would have been
hired anyway. According to one of these evalua-
tions, 70 percent of workers for whom credits are
claimed would have been hired even without the
subsidy (7). In the Youth Entitlement Demonstra-
tion mentioned earlier, the proportion of employ-
ers willing to provide jobs for disadvantaged
youth increased from only 5 percent to 18 percent
when the wage subsidy was doubled from 50 per-
cent to 100 percent (3). However, these young
people were identified as being disadvantaged by
the fact that they were eligible for the subsidies,
and may have been stigmatized as a result. The un-
favorable response of employers to job applicants
who are eligible for government programs serving
disadvantaged people has been shown in a con-
trolled experiment in Dayton, Ohio, where em-
ployers proved to be significantly less likely to
hire disadvantaged workers when they knew that
the workers were eligible for a generous wage sub-
sidy (11).

The implications of these evaluation results for
work-based learning are unclear. It is dangerous to
generalize from employers’ responses to wage in-
centives for one population group and purpose to
other populations and purposes. For example, the
evaluation evidence suggests that employers’ re-
sponse to wage incentives targeted on disadvan-
taged groups is related to their unfavorable
perceptions of that population. Work-based learn-
ing under STWOA is not targeted at disadvan-
taged students.

The lack of employers’ enthusiasm for wage in-
centives in federal programs may also partly re-
flect their fears of becoming embroiled in red tape.
Once the government grants tax privileges, it in-
sists on inspections and imposes rules that can be
cumbersome to deal with. There is some evidence
that employers may feel that the complications in-
volved in wage incentive programs make them not
worth the effort (4).

There is also some contradictory evidence
showing that financial incentives can affect the
training behavior of employers. A new evaluation
of a state-financed program in Michigan shows
that one-time grants to employers for the training

of incumbent workers have significantly in-
creased the amount of training provided (26).

The evidence available from research on work-
based learning programs is piecemeal but sug-
gests that financial incentives of different kinds
may be effective. One source of evidence is the
surveys of work-based learning on which this
chapter is based. The responses of employers to
some questions on these surveys indicate that they
might respond to financial incentives for work-
based learning. For example, in the DIR survey of
employers in Texas, over 89 percent said that “tax
credits for training initiatives” would be “likely”
or “very likely” to increase youth employment op-
portunities, and more than 90 percent said that
wage subsidies would increase youth employ-
ment opportunities. Yet, this was the same group
of employers who overwhelmingly responded
that student wages were of “little or no impor-
tance” to their participation in work-based learn-
ing.

In the OTA survey, over 55 percent of employ-
ers similarly said that tax incentives for work-
based learning would be a “very important or
primary” incentive affecting their decisions to be-
come involved in work-based learning, but less
than 20 percent rated supervision and mentoring
time and student wage costs as having a “strong or
major” influence on their decisions to participate
(23).

There is also some anecdotal evidence from the
policies of school-to-work programs suggesting
that financial incentives may have a role to play.
Wage subsidies have been used in the Oakland Ca-
reer Academies program to provide short-term
work experiences for students (40). Students are
paid with special city funds or, in some cases,
funds from the Job Training Partnership Act, so
that employers have no wage costs. Employers’
responses to the summer jobs component of the
Oakland program has been very positive. Most of
the employers interviewed by Mathematica
Policy Research staff in their current study of
youth apprenticeship programs said that they
would have offered many fewer or no summer
jobs to the students, if they had had to pay wages
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Incentive

Training costs

Provide or support
mentor/supervisor training

Subsidize incumbent worker
training for companies that train
youth

Provide grants/vouchers for
vendor-provided training of youth

Support development of facilities to
be used by multiple firms

Wage incentives
Allow state tax credit for student

wages
Establish a training wage

Subsidize student wages

Allow state tax credit for costs of
training students

Regulatory relief or insurance

Grant child labor law exemptions

Grant worker’s compensation relief
Administrative corporation

Create administrative corporation to
pool insurance and worker’s
compensation, and administer
wages

Number of
states

28

9

5

5

5

4

4

3

7

3

8

NOTE Fifty states plus D C responded

SOURCE Office of Technology Assessment, 1995, based on refer-

ence 10

(43). In the Wisconsin youth apprenticeship pro-
gram in printing mentioned earlier, employers re-
ceive a 50 percent wage subsidy, which they may
keep or give to the consortium office (53). The
Siemens Corporation reduced the number of
hours that students in its youth apprenticeship
program spend at the worksite when the company
learned that an expected grant from the Depart-
ment of Labor could not be used to defray the cost
of student stipends (14). In OTA’s survey, nine of
the 54 current employers are receiving a student

wage subsidy, a subsidy for worker’s compensa-
tion, or a reimbursement for staff time spent plan-
ning or mentoring. And as noted earlier, 37
percent of the students in OTA’s sample are un-
paid, which is a clear wage incentive for employ-
ers (23).

Twelve states are also in the process of imple-
menting wage incentives of different kinds as part
of their STWOA strategies. As shown in table 6-4,
five states are implementing policies allowing tax
credits for student wages. Three states are imple-
menting policies that allow states tax credits for
training costs other than student wages—for ex-
ample, supervisor wages or mentoring time. Four
states are directly subsidizing student wages, and
four are establishing a training wage (1 O). (Sever-
al states are implementing more than one of these
wage incentives.)

The fact that 12 states are planning to imple-
ment wage incentives indicates that they have
concluded that wage costs are significant enough
to employers to influence their decisions. Ap-
propriations will be required from state legisla-
tures to implement these financial incentives.

In addition, 28 states are implementing some
form of support for supervisor and mentor train-
ing, and five states are in the process of estab-
lishing grant or voucher programs to enable
employers to purchase training for students. Some
of these policies may involve financial support,
while others may be primarily concerned with
technical or other forms of direct assistance. Five
other states are planning to support central facili-
ties for training mentors and supervisors (10).

Several states also plan to create shell corpora-
tions for the administration of wage payments to
students and the pooling of insurance, which
could reduce the administrative burdens on em-
ployers. These corporations will act like tempo-
rary agencies, paying students out of funds
received from employers. Any financial incen-
tives would then be deducted from the amounts
that employers are billed. Schools are to certify
that students are receiving the agreed-upon work-
based learning opportunities.
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Not counting support for mentor training, a to-
tal of 19 states intend to implement at least one of
the training cost or wage incentives shown in table
6-4, or to create an administrative corporation.

These new state policies provide an opportuni-
ty to obtain reliable information about the effec-
tiveness of incentives for work-based learning.
The best way of obtaining this information would
be to conduct an evaluation within a common
framework, allowing comparisons to be made
across the states to the extent possible. Of particu-
lar interest are the relative effectiveness and the
administrative feasibility of financial incentives
directed at supervision costs in comparison to
those directed at student wages. Experimental
evaluation designs might be difficult to introduce
because they would require random assignment of
incentives, but the collection of longitudinal in-
formation within a common framework of analy-
sis should prove valuable.

❚ Regulation and Insurance Costs
Some employers perceive federal and state child
labor and occupational safety laws as barriers to
work-based learning. Insurance costs also deter
some employers, who expect them to be higher
when young people are employed. OTA’s survey
shows that although these barriers are of great im-
portance to some employers (6 percent selected
one of them as being the most important barrier af-
fecting their decision), most employers view them
as less significant than training costs and other
types of barriers. More than 75 percent of the em-
ployers surveyed by OTA said that child labor
laws, safety regulations, and insurance costs had
no effect on their decisions to participate in work-
based learning.

DIR found that employers in Texas are divided
over the importance of the regulatory and insur-
ance cost barriers. Approximately half of the em-
ployers in the DIR survey rated child labor laws,
safety laws, worker’s compensation, and general
liability restrictions as being “highly” or “moder-
ately important,” while the other half said they
were of “little or no importance.” This is a surpris-
ing finding in light of the fact that Texas has been

severely criticized in the past for its weak child la-
bor law and enforcement (48).

Child Labor and Safety Laws
Child labor laws aim to eliminate the exploitation
of young people and to reduce their risk of injury
and death in the workplace. The laws typically re-
strict the age at which a young person may be
employed (generally not under 14 years of age),
the hours per week of employment, and the types
of work that may be performed. For example, em-
ployment in manufacturing may be precluded for
persons who are under the age of 15 or up to age
18 where there is dangerous machinery. Child la-
bor laws pose barriers to work-based learning
when placements are restricted without good rea-
son or when employers have a mistaken impres-
sion that jobs are precluded for people under a
certain age when in fact they are not (31). The U.S.
Department of Labor and the states are gradually
changing child labor and safety regulations to al-
low more “student learning” and to facilitate rea-
sonable exceptions (49).

The evidence on the importance of child labor
laws is very mixed, which is not altogether sur-
prising considering the variety of legislation (9).
Some states’ rules are stricter than federal laws,
while others are more permissive. Enforcement
of the law also varies widely between states.
Perceptions of these laws may vary between par-
ticipating and nonparticipating employers; non-
participating employers in Zemsky’s focus groups
often commented on the need to change child la-
bor laws, usually to enable young people to work
longer hours (54).

Some employers in Zemsky’s focus groups
also said that the Occupational Safety and Health
Act acts as a deterrent to involvement. Companies
with more than 11 employees are required to
maintain accident records, and those with many
accidents may be inspected and fined. From dis-
cussions in focus groups of employers, DIR con-
cluded that many respondents who perceived
OSHA regulations to be a barrier thought that
there were specific provisions for youth under 18
years of age. In fact, neither OSHA nor the Work-
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er’s Compensation Act contains any specific pro-
visions pertaining to youth (49). In the focus
groups, other employers who were more knowl-
edgeable about the law suggested that hiring im-
mature and inexperienced young people would
jeopardize the safety of their workplaces and thus
increase the employers’ risk of being penalized by
OSHA. This view reflects a subjective aspect of
the regulatory process that may be troublesome
for work-based learning: Accidents are deemed to
be serious violations of the law when there is “a
substantial probability that a death or serious
physical harm could result and that the employer
knew, or should have known, of the hazard” (49).
For example, a co-op supervisor in one program
does not refer students under age 18 to an employ-
er who uses any hoisting equipment, because of
uncertainty regarding the employer’s liability if
the student were involved in an accident with such
equipment (40).

Worker’s Compensation
Some employers worry that their insurance costs
will increase if a student is injured on the job. Un-
der the Worker’s Compensation Act, insurance
premiums are not directly affected by the number
of minors employed in the workplace, but there is
an “experience modifier” that is heavily affected
by frequency of injuries. Rates are computed ac-
cording to a classification of the work environ-
ments and this experience rating. Employers fear
that youth are more likely to injure themselves on
the job and thus negatively affect the ratings.
Small employers are the most concerned because
one accident affects their experience rating much
more than it does that of a large employer. In these
circumstances, the real barrier to work-based
learning may not be worker’s compensation insur-
ance but employers’ lack of knowledge of the ac-
tual injury rates for young workers in their
industry and state.

General Liability Insurance
General liability insurance covers third parties
who are injured on a business’ premises or be-
come ill as the result of using that business’ prod-

uct. Of those employers surveyed by DIR,
virtually the same number thought that this matter
was of no importance as thought that it was ex-
tremely important, with little opinion in between.
Whether the costs of general liability insurance
actually rise when employers participate in work-
based learning, or whether some employers sim-
ply believe this, is unclear. In the same way that
inexperienced workers in an occupation are much
more at risk of injuring themselves or others, no
matter what their age, it may be that young people
are more likely to be responsible for third-party
accidents than other workers. The real questions
are how insurance companies take the presence of
work-based-learning students into account in set-
ting rates, and whether employers know (or are
able to find out) what the effects of work-based
learning will be on their rates. DIR interviewed a
number of insurers in some depth and came to the
conclusion that it is difficult to say what their poli-
cies are with respect to the presence of youth in the
workplace.

The administrative corporations being set up in
some states to pool insurance and administer stu-
dent wages may provide a good solution to these
problems. Under an administrative corporation,
students are not legally employees of their firms
and thus the insurance rates of the firms cannot go
up. For any insurance that is needed, the corpora-
tion would have the bargaining power to com-
mand good rates from insurance companies and
the resources to understand the basis for rates. The
administrative corporation could also assemble
reliable information for employers about child la-
bor law and safety regulations and make it avail-
able to employers. Critics of these administrative
corporations are concerned that they could, in ef-
fect, become suppliers of low-cost temporary help
in competition with other temporary help agencies
in the community, and other workers in general.

❚ Organizational Resistance
Within the Company

The decisions employers make about participa-
tion in work-based learning may also be affected
by forces internal to companies. Permanent em-
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ployees sometimes resent work-based learning
students, feeling that they are being undercut by
low student wages or that the students are receiv-
ing better training opportunities (40). Lack of sup-
port from top management can also deter
employees from committing themselves to work-
based learning.

What stands out in OTA’s survey results is that
these organizational barriers are much more im-
portant to former participants and nonparticipants
than to current participants. Only 8 percent of the
latter reported them as their chief barrier,
compared with 33 percent of former participants
and 42 percent of nonparticipating employers. Be-
cause of the way the questionnaire was worded,
the results are ambiguous with respect to whether
employers were citing their reasons for dropping
out of work-based learning or for deciding wheth-
er to participate in the first place.

The obvious implication is that employer re-
cruitment strategies should cultivate support for
work-based learning among both top manage-
ment and other workers within the company.
Some states are offering subsidies for incumbent
worker training as one means to avoid employee
concerns about work-based learning (see table
6-4).

❚ Support from the Work-Based
Learning Program

The characteristics of students participating in
work-based learning and the nature of coordinat-
ing support provided to employers also are major
influences on employers’ decisions. These two
factors will be discussed together because they
both can be affected by the school side of the
work-based learning programs. Lack of support
from the school-based side of the work-based
learning program was ranked by 23 percent of em-
ployers as the most important barrier, while 16
percent said that student characteristics were the
major deterrent (table 6-3).

The support required by employers can be pro-
vided in many different ways. In many school-to-
work transition programs, much of it is provided

by a so-called connecting organization. Connect-
ing organizations are introduced to bridge what
can be a very wide gap between the schools and
the employers. The connecting organization may
be the local private industry council, the local
chamber of commerce, a nonprofit educational as-
sistance organization, the regional unit of a state
school system, or a community-based organiza-
tion.

This support takes several forms. Providing
initial assistance to the employer in planning and
setting up a work-based learning program at the
worksite has already been discussed. A second
form is making sure that students are well pre-
pared for their work experiences and screening
them for placements with different kinds of em-
ployers. Some employers only require students to
have general work skills, while others expect cer-
tain levels of academic and relevant technical
skills. All agree that general work preparation is
important. One program director said that when he
asked a student to confirm his appointment to job-
shadow the president of Marriott Hotels, the stu-
dent called the president, said, “Confirming my
job shadowing,” and hung up the phone. The pro-
gram director commented, “We knew then that we
had some work to do” (27).

A third activity is matching students who are
ready for work experience with employers and job
placements. If the students are a good match for
the company, employer willingness to provide
placements improves. Students are usually asked
for their preferences, but the final selections are
made by the employer, the school, or the connect-
ing organization. ProTech students have two-
week rotational assignments for one semester
before they enter their placement. This system al-
lows students to gain an overview of the whole en-
terprise and to make informed choices of the kind
of placement they want, thus improving their
commitment to their eventual placement. It also
allows supervisors to size up the candidates.

A fourth means of support is providing techni-
cal and troubleshooting assistance to workplace
supervisors, who may need advice on working
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Percent of employers rating
Percent of programs support as “very” or

Form of coordinating support providing this support “critically important”
Prescreen students for reliability 93 91
Troubleshoot for and offer technical assistance 93 68
Provide scheduling coordinator 80 59
Prescreen students for technical knowledge 80 46

Prescreen students for commitment to further work 80 25

NOTE: The number of employers responding was 86 and the number of programs was 15

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1995, based on reference 23.

with students or assistance if problems arise with
particular students. Two important additional ac-
tivities involve scheduling student placements.
One is coordinating the students’ and employers’
schedules so that students are in school when they
are required and in the workplace when supervi-
sors are available to work with them and can ob-
serve important work activities when they occur
(40). Another is coordinating the timing of student
placements so that employers have just the num-
ber of students they need when they need them.

On the basis of OTA’s survey, employers are
generally pleased with the support they are cur-
rently receiving from work-based learning pro-
grams but there are some problems. Although 23
percent of employers surveyed reported that lack
of coordinating support is the most important bar-
rier to work-based learning, more than 70 percent
of current and former employers ranked “lack of
technical assistance and troubleshooting support”
and “inflexibility of the program model” as not an
issue. More than 60 percent of employers sur-
veyed said that “school system bureaucracy” is
not an issue. Nearly all of the dissatisfaction that
was reported lies in the “unreliability of schedul-
ing student placements.” Employers are clearly
looking for smooth coordination of student avail-
ability for placements and dependable coordina-

tion of students’ schedules with the schedules of
supervisors and other employer personnel. More
currently participating employers think that
school system bureaucracy is a problem than do
former participants and nonparticipating employ-
ers.

Employers in the OTA survey were also specif-
ically asked to rank the relative value of five dif-
ferent kinds of support from the work-based
learning program. As shown in table 6-5, employ-
ers place the greatest value on the screening of stu-
dents for “reliability.” By reliable, employers
mean students who are prompt and dependable,
work hard, take initiative, and take responsibility
for their efforts (12,54). Technical assistance and
troubleshooting support from the program are
nearly as important as student reliability. The
screening of students for post-training commit-
ment to working for the company is not given
much weight.

On the whole, employers also appear to be
pleased with the quality of students they are re-
ceiving from work-based learning programs.
More than 75 percent of the employers in OTA’s
survey reported no problems with the quality of
the preparation that students received prior to their
work experiences—which is consistent with other

6 For example, Lynn and ‘illsresearch findings.

6 In OTA’s survey more than 75 percent of current and former employers reported that lack of student productivity (meaning not having the

skills necessary to be productive in the workplace) and “prior, unsuccessful experiences with students” had no effect on their decision to partici-
pate in work-based learning.
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have found that more than 90 percent of employ-
ers participating in high school cooperative
education either “agree” or “strongly agree” (the
top two of five categories) with the statement that
they are “satisfied with the quality of the students
(34).” But 16 percent of the employers surveyed
by OTA said that lack of student reliability is the
most important disincentive to participating in
work-based learning. None rated “lack of student
productivity or skills,” which was the other aspect
of student preparation considered, as the most im-
portant factor (see table 6-3).

Among Texas employers, DIR found that the
“quality of students’ work skills preparation” and
“educational preparation” were more important
than the “characteristics of young workers.”
About 40 percent of employers said that work
skills and general education preparation were of
“high importance,” and about 20 percent said that
“student characteristics” were of “high impor-
tance” to their participation in work-based learn-
ing (48). However, because of the way the
questions were worded, it is not possible to tell
whether these results indicate that employers view
a lack of these skills as a barrier to employer par-
ticipation in work-based learning or that employ-
ers were indicating their criteria for selecting
students.

CONCLUSIONS AND
REMAINING QUESTIONS
The expansion of employer participation in work-
based learning presents a major challenge for the
implementation of STWOA. Building the school-
to-work transition systems envisaged by the legis-
lation will require substantial growth in the
number of employers who are willing to devote
substantial staff time and other resources to devel-
op high-quality work-based learning opportuni-
ties for students. In the absence of such growth,
the work-based learning component of STWOA
will not be realized unless school-based enter-
prises, community service learning, computer
technology, or other forms of work experience are
substituted for employer-provided work experi-

ence and are shown to effectively replicate the
critical learning experiences of actual workplaces.

❚ Summary of Findings
So far, the growth of employer participation in
prototypes of STWOA work-based learning pro-
gram has been modest in most communities and
considerably less than what will be required to
reach substantial numbers of students in most
communities in the near future. OTA’s survey of
15 high school programs that have been operating
since 1992 or longer indicates that the median
growth rates are about six employers and about a
dozen students per year per program.

Achieving these growth rates has required con-
siderable amounts of time and effort from school
staff or a connecting organization, to contact em-
ployers and build partnerships between education
and the business community. In OTA’s survey an
average of approximately one-half of a full-time-
equivalent staff person’s time has been required to
recruit these six new employers each year. This
level of staff effort represents a sizable marginal
cost relative to the number of additional students
served.

Employers’ decisions to become involved in
work-based learning are influenced by a wide
range of potential benefits and barriers, as they
have been called in this report. Employers report
participating in work-based learning for two main
reasons: to recruit and train new employees for
their company or the industry and to contribute to
the improvement of education and the communi-
ty. The main potential disincentives to participa-
tion are lack of coordinating support from the
work-based learning program, training costs, in-
adequate preparation of students for work place-
ments, organizational resistance to work-based
learning from management or other employees,
economic uncertainty, and regulatory restrictions
and extra insurance costs.

According to the results of OTA’s survey, em-
ployers perceive the recruitment of new personnel
to be a somewhat more important benefit of work-
based learning than the betterment of education
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and the community. This finding offers more
promise for expanding employer involvement in
work-based learning in the future than would be
the case if civic contributions were the predomi-
nant reason for employers’ participation; the di-
rect economic benefit of personnel recruitment is
likely to entice many more nonparticipating em-
ployers than are the altruistic benefits.

OTA’s survey also shows that none of the disin-
centives to participation in work-based learning
predominates or appears to be significantly less
important than the others. This implies that in-
ducements narrowly focused on overcoming one
of these disincentives are not likely to be very ef-
fective; hence, strategies focused on overcoming
multiple barriers should be pursued. The STWOA
strategy of encouraging partnerships between
school systems and employers is consistent with
this finding.

❚ Limitations
It is important to recognize the limitations of this
chapter. One weakness is that the number of non-
participating employers included in the OTA sur-
vey was very small (only 13). As a result, the
findings of the survey concerning the benefits and
barriers of work-based learning to currently and
formerly participating employers cannot be gen-
eralized to all employers. The perceived benefits
presumably exceed the costs to employers who are
currently participating. Any nonparticipating em-
ployers who are contacted in the future may not
have the same perceptions. As was discussed ear-
lier, Zemsky’s focus group results were that non-
participating employers hold very negative
attitudes toward young people (54). This would
clearly make them very unwilling to participate.

In OTA’s survey, formerly participating em-
ployers proved to be similar to currently partici-
pating ones except in the instances that have been
noted. Generally the formerly participating em-
ployers appear to be even more economically ori-
ented than the currently participating ones.

A second limitation is the chapter’s concentra-
tion on employer recruitment at the secondary lev-
el. Many employers may be more willing to

become involved in work-based learning at the
postsecondary level. As discussed in chapter 4,
postsecondary students are more employable, and
it may be easier for employers to recoup the cost of
training them.

A third limitation is that the analysis in this
chapter has not taken into account variations in the
mix of work-based learning. Under STWOA,
communities are encouraged to develop “sys-
tems” of work-based learning involving a pro-
gression of training and work-experiences, as
illustrated in figure 4-1. It is much easier for em-
ployers to provide students with cursory work ex-
periences, such as job shadowing, which typically
lasts for only a half a day, than it is to provide the
much more extensive forms of work-based learn-
ing, such as youth apprenticeships. Consequently,
the growth of employer involvement in work-
based learning is likely to depend on the mix of
different types of work-based learning in a com-
munity’s school-to-work transition system, as the
Kalamazoo example illustrates.

A fourth limitation is that variations in re-
sponses among employers of different size, indus-
try sector, and other characteristics are not
reported. The OTA survey was administered to a
cross section of employers of different sizes and
industries, but the small sample size precludes re-
porting results for different subcategories. Em-
ployers’ perceptions of the benefits and liabilities
of work-based learning appear to vary consider-
ably with such characteristics (34).

The fifth limitation is that the chapter focuses
mainly on the growth rate of employer participa-
tion in work-based learning rather than on the
quality of worksite learning experienced by stu-
dents. Quality is harder to measure but certainly
critical to the effects of work-based learning on
students’ long-term employment prospects. The
kinds of training received in the workplace and the
kinds of jobs performed by students are two indi-
cators of quality. Because approximately one-half
of all high school students work in some capacity
already, simply gaining some low-quality work
experience will not have the positive impact in-
tended by STWOA.
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❚ Needed Research on Strategy
for Building Partnerships

The critical question raised by the findings in this
chapter is whether strategies can be identified or
developed for greatly increasing the rate of growth
of employer participation in high-quality pro-
grams of work-based learning. Three apparent ex-
amples in Boston, Cincinnati, and Kalamazoo
have been described in this chapter, but there is no
conclusive evidence about the program quality in
any of these cities. Other examples need to be
identified and carefully studied to provide guide-
lines for building successful partnerships between
business and education. Intensive case studies
will probably be needed to identify these strate-
gies. Strategies for increasing typical growth rates
by an order of magnitude or more are needed to
achieve significant progress in the near future.
States with strong employer recruitment strate-
gies under STWOA may provide important cases
to study.

The success of work-based learning may large-
ly depend on the level of leadership forthcoming
from the business community. Work-based learn-
ing was included in STWOA to help bridge the
gap between employers and schools. If enough
business leaders step forward to encourage indus-
try participation, significant progress may be
made. If not, the growth of employer participation
may continue to be slow, and the bridges intended
between schools and business may not be built.

The introduction of external inducements for
employer participation also could turn out to be
critical for the successful growth of worksite
learning. Perhaps an American style of work-
based learning requiring no external business in-
centives can emerge, but perhaps it cannot.
Cincinnati provides an example of a place where
no external business incentives exist, but the col-
leges receive funding from the state for the coordi-
nating support they provide to employers—which
amounts to an incentive for employer participa-
tion. Any future case studies of strategies should
be carefully chosen to allow comparative judg-
ments to be made about varying inducement struc-
tures.

❚ Implications from Foreign Countries
It may be instructive to look at the inducements in
foreign countries where work-based learning for
young entrants into the labor market is extensive.
In Japan, young people are prepared for careers
through processes of work-based learning that are
largely internal to firms and not influenced by
government interventions. This work-based
learning occurs through job rotation, participation
in problem-solving teams, and successive epi-
sodes of formal, on- and off-the-job training.
Through these processes, young workers develop
both the technical and “white-collar” skills they
need to progress within a “family” of occupations
in their company (28). Companies make these
training investments in young workers because of
the institutions of lifetime employment that have
been adopted by industry over the years (33).
Companies have also established contractlike
relationships with schools to gain ready access to
well-prepared students, thereby creating strong
incentives for high standards of academic
achievement within the school system, not unlike
the incentives for quality apparently operating in
Cincinnati (42).

In Germany, the incentives for the apprentice-
ship system are embedded in the society’s system
of industrial democracy that has evolved over the
years. This system is oriented to the high-value-
added production of diverse, customized goods
and services, requiring high skill levels to
succeed. It is based on a “social partnership”
among business, unions, and government that
controls many aspects of the economy and society,
including relations between management and la-
bor at the national, state, and local levels, as well
as within companies. The web of relationships
that has been created bears on the apprenticeship
system. It includes the long-term financing of in-
dustry, nationally determined wages for most oc-
cupations and industries, a chartered structure of
industry associations and works councils, legal re-
quirements on all companies with five or more
employers to hire professional trainers (Meister),
union involvement in setting aside certain jobs for
apprenticeship training, low training wages and
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several other policies. These institutional rela-
tionships create a system of incentives in which
large and medium-size companies must train ap-
prentices because that is the least costly way of
gaining access to the best-qualified workers,
whereas smaller companies train because the
training wage and other incentives make it profit-
able for them to do so (44). Even so, only one
small company in five in Germany participates in
the apprenticeship system, whereas nearly all
large companies and most medium-size firms do.
Still, more than one half of apprentices are trained
in small companies (44,45).

In the absence of incentives such as those in Ja-
pan or Germany, it remains an open question
whether large-scale systems of work-based learn-
ing can exist in the United States. The issue is not
whether the United States should adopt the Japa-
nese or German systems because manifestly it
cannot. Rather, the question is whether an Ameri-
can-style apprenticeship system with very few ex-
ternal incentives, such as the one that apparently
exists in Cincinnati or that may eventually be fully
implemented in Boston and Kalamazoo, can be
replicated on a national scale or whether a system
of incentives will be needed.
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